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Abstract— Face Presentation Attack Detection (PAD)
approaches based on multi-modal data have been attracted
increasingly by the research community. However, they require
multi-modal face data consistently involved in both the training
and testing phases. It would severely limit the applicability due
to the most Face Anti-spoofing (FAS) systems are only equipped
with Visible (VIS) imaging devices, i.e., RGB cameras. Therefore,
how to use other modality (i.e., Near-Infrared (NIR)) to assist
the performance improvement of VIS-based PAD is significant for
FAS. In this work, we first discuss the big gap of performances
among different modalities even though the same backbone
network is applied. Then, we propose a novel Cross-modal
Auxiliary (CMA) framework for the VIS-based FAS task. The
main trait of CMA is that the performance can be greatly improved
with the help of other modality while no other modality is required
in the testing stage. The proposed CMA consists of a Modality
Translation Network (MT-Net) and a Modality Assistance
Network (MA-Net). The former aims to close the visible gap
between different modalities via a generative model that maps
inputs from one modality (i.e., RGB) to another (i.e., NIR).
The latter focuses on how to use the translated modality
(i.e., target modality) and RGB modality (i.e., source modality)
together to train a discriminative PAD model. Extensive
experiments are conducted to demonstrate that the proposed
framework can push the state-of-the-art (SOTA) performances
on both multi-modal datasets (i.e., CASIA-SURF, CeFA, and
WMCA) and RGB-based datasets (i.e., OULU-NPU, and SiW).
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I. I NTRODUCTION

F

ACE anti-spoofing is a vital stage to protect the face
recognition system [1], [2] from malicious attacks, such
as a print attack [3], replay attack [4], or even 3D attacks
[5]. It has become an increasingly critical concern [6]–[10]
recently due to the wide application of face recognition in
financial payment, access control, phone unlocking and surveillance. Therefore, face anti-spoofing techniques is a critical
stage to reinforce the face recognition systems.
Some CNN-based PAD methods [11]–[13] have made
impressive progress, which benefits from the excellent deep
neural networks and availability datasets. However, they regard
the FAS as a binary (live vs. spoof) classification problem and
utilize softmax loss as supervision. It might discover arbitrary
clues that can separate the two classes, such as screen bezel,
but not the faithful spoof patterns [6]. Intuitively, the live
faces in any scene have consistent face-like geometry, while
attacks often stem from a presentation on print or electronic
media with flat depth. Inspired by this, some recent works
[6], [10], [14] leverage the physical-based depth information
as supervision. The typical framework is shown in the orange
box of Fig. 1, we can see a Depth Regression Network (DRN)
is introduced as a VIS-Depth translator to map VIS image
to the depth map (denoted as D). Then, instead of designing
a classifier for the depth map D, D2 is computed as the
final score for classification [6]. However, the depth label
(i.e., ground truth in the training phase) of the live face is
estimated from a single RGB image via 3D reconstruction
method [15] and the fake face’s label is directly set to 0.
Since the 3D reconstruction from a single image is still highly
under-constrained [16], their algorithms are hard to generalize
to unseen attacks.
Fortunately, several large-scale multi-modal (i.e., RGB,
Depth and NIR) datasets [17]–[20] are released, which can
be used to explore the complementary advantages of different
modalities to improve FAS performance. On the one hand,
the multi-modal fusion methods [17], [18] inevitably require
consistent modalities in the training and testing phases, which
is not compatible with the common VIS-based FAS systems,
i.e., only RGB data provided. On the other hand, these works
have verified that face images in NIR modality are indeed
more discriminative than faces in Depth and RGB modalities
due to the following three reasons: (1) RGB data related to
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Fig. 2. The appearance of spoofing clues in different spectrum. From left
to right, the first two columns are from CASIA-SURF [17] dataset, and the
last two columns are from WMCA [18] dataset. The first row and the second
row are the images in visible spectrum and NIR spectrum, respectively.
Fig. 1. Comparison of different frameworks for face anti-spoofing. From top
to bottom are Depth-based FAS, and our modality translation-based FAS.

appearance details is extremely sensitive to the changes in
external environments (e.g., lighting, and camera settings).
(2) Depth data is sensitive to the distance between the image
plane and the corresponding face, and it is easy to make
misjudgment when given mask attack or print/photo attack
with the bending operation. (3) NIR data measures the amount
of heat radiated from a live face, and these clues are more
common to distinguish a live face from an attack sample.
Therefore, is there a strategy that can take advantage of
NIR modality to assist VIS-based PAD in the training
phase while without participating in the testing phase?
The idea of DRN in Fig. 1 is to learn to predict the true
depth of the images with the supervision of the depth labels
and flat masks. In fact, the performance improvement comes
from pixel-wise supervision. For example, each pixel in a
live face has a unique depth value, while the pixels in a
2D attack keep a fixed depth value. Even with the use of
the deep pixel-wise binary supervision, the DeepPixBiS [8]
has achieved comparable results on multiple benchmarks for
avoiding the requirement of depth labels synthesis through a
3D reconstruction network [15]. Similar to use DRN as a
VIS-Depth translator, we introduce a VIS-NIR translator to
expose the undetectable spoofing clues in the fake faces from
the NIR spectrum. As shown in Fig. 2, although these spoofing
clues (e.g., the traces of paper cutting, the traces of cloth
folding, the specular highlights in a replay attack, and artificial
holes in a mask) are easy to ignore in the visible spectrum,
they show obvious attack traces in the NIR spectrum. However,
different from the depth labels or flat masks, the locality and
location uncertainty of these spoofing clues make them unable
to provide pixel-level supervision for a regression network in
the final PAD task, so they are more suitable as supplementary
information to assist visible features in an auxiliary branch
network.
Inspired by the idea of image-to-image translation [21],
which refer to translating images across different domains
(or modalities), we divide FAS task into two stages as shown
in the green box of Fig. 1: (1) Training a VIS-NIR mapping
function to transfer the sample from RGB to NIR modality. (2)
Learning discriminative or auxiliary PAD features based on
the translated samples. In this work, we propose a novel CMA
framework to improve the performance of the VIS-based
FAS system via effectively employing the clues from

NIR modality. Concretely, this framework combines
cross-modal face translation based on MT-Net and
discriminative PAD feature learning based on MA-Net
into an end-to-end network. As for the MT-Net, we follow
a similar setting with [22] by leveraging a CycleGAN
[23] to translate the sample from one modality to another.
However, unlike the prior works [22], [23], two components
are combined in the MT-Net: (1) An additional regularizer
is introduced in cycle consistency loss to extend the
regularization from source modality to target modality in
pixel-space. Since the complexion is an important attribute
with ethnicity information for a human face, we introduce
this regularizer to encourage the mapping function to
preserve color composition between the input and output.
In fact, if without this regularizer, the generator G and F
in CycleGAN [23] are free to change the tint of input face
images while may be equally valid under the adversarial loss
and cycle consistency loss in source modality. As shown
in Fig 7(a) and Fig 7(b), removing the term of Lcyc−t m ,
the tint is obviously different from the ground truth both in
RGB and NIR modalities. (2) An adversarial discriminative
learning strategy is presented to adjust the distribution of
source modality to approach the distribution of target modality
in latent-subspace. It ensures that the sample is translated
from source modality to target modality in an appropriate
direction. For the MA-Net, a partially shared fusion strategy
is proposed to import the knowledge from translated modality
to assist the PAD feature learning. In fact, Jiang et al. [24]
tried this strategy for the first time and verified its feasibility.
However, their method is difficult to play a role in the real
face anti-spoofing system for the following reasons: (1) The
dataset used in the training modal translation network is
private and strictly matched. While the currently publicly
available multi-modal datasets are not strictly aligned, such
as CASIA-SURF [17], and CeFA [19]. (2) They directly
concatenate the VIS and generated NIR images by image
channel as input. There is a lack of discussion on the optimal
fusion of different modal information. (3) The performance
is only verified on two low-resolution datasets, such as
CASIA-MFSD [3] and Replay-Attack [4], which lacks broad
applicability. To sum up, the main contributions of this paper
are summarized as follows:
•

To the best of our knowledge, it is the first work to
fully explore the advantage of other modality to assist
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•

•

•

the VIS-based FAS systems, where we propose a novel
CMA framework to achieve this purpose.
The proposed CMA framework consists of the MT-Net
and MA-Net. The MT-Net is formulated in pixel-space
and latent-subspace by introducing an additional regularizer and discriminator, respectively. It achieves the
cross-modality translations.
We present a partially shared fusion strategy in MA-Net
to learn discriminative PAD features of RGB modality
with the assistance of translated NIR modality.
Extensive experiments are conducted and demonstrate
that the proposed approach has pushed the SOTA
performances on several public benchmarks.
II. R ELATED W ORK

In this section, we mainly review recent FAS works
according to the imaging spectrum in three aspects:
VIS-spectrum-based methods, other-spectrum-based methods,
and cross-spectral image translation.
A. VIS-Spectrum Based Methods
Currently, since most FAS systems are only equipped with
RGB cameras due to the cost and space constraints, the color
texture information is an important clue used by previous
methods based on some feature operators. Instead of using
pre-defined feature operators, many CNN-based methods [6],
[7], [9], [10], [14], [25] design a unified framework of
feature learning and classification in an end-to-end manner
with similar information. To a certain extent, it also prompts
many public datasets to be collected in VIS spectrum, such
as CASIA-MFSD [3], Replay-Attack [4], MSU-MFSD [26],
OULU-NPU [27] and SiW [6].
Traditional works were mainly based on color texture [4],
[28] and motion analysis [29], [30]. The former is based on
this consideration that the fake face is obviously different
from the live face in texture details, such as color distortions,
and specular highlights, due to the intervention of spoofing
mediums. However, these algorithms are not accurate enough
because of the use of handcrafted features, such as LBP [4],
HoG [31], and SURF [32]. The latter analyzes the attack
samples as static or non-rigid motion compared with live faces
from the perspective of motion. Unfortunately, these methods
become vulnerable if someone presents a replay attack or a
print photo attack with cut eye/mouth regions. Another works
[11], [12] attempts to learn CNN-based features by utilizing
deep learning framework in an end-to-end manner. However,
they treat face PAD as a binary classification, and will highly
depend on the bias clues which are not faithful spoof patterns.
Recently, some works [6], [10], [14], [33], [34] derive
inspiration from physical clues, which are shared by genuine
face in any domain, such as depth and material. Liu et al. [6]
design a CNN-RNN model to leverage the Depth map and
rPPG signal as supervision. Similarly, Wang et al. [14] takes
deep spatial gradient and temporal information to assist depth
map regression and Yu et al. [10] propose a novel frame-level
FAS method based on Central Difference Convolution (CDC),
which can capture intrinsic detailed patterns via aggregating
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both intensity and gradient information. Yu et al. [35] treat
FAS as a material recognition problem and combine it with
classical human material perception [36], intending to extract
discriminative and robust features for FAS task.
Another works [37]–[40] treat the task of FAS as a feature
disentangled representation learning. Jourabloo et al. [37]
solve the face anti-spoofing by inversely decomposing a spoof
face into the live face and the spoof noise pattern and then
utilizing the spoof noise for classification. Stehouwer et al.
[38] propose a GAN-based architecture to synthesize and identify the noise patterns from seen and unseen medium/sensor
combinations. Liu et al. [39] design a Spoof Trace Disentanglement Network (STDN) to disentangle the spoof traces
from input faces as a hierarchical combination of patterns at
multiple scales. Zhang et al. [40] propose a novel perspective
of face anti-spoofing that disentangles the liveness features
and content features from images, and the liveness features
are further used for classification under a CNN architecture
with multiple appropriate supervisions.
There are also some methods [7], [9], [41], [42] that focus
on improving the generalization of FAS in unknown domains.
In [7], a multi-adversarial deep domain generalization method
is proposed to automatically and adaptively learn this generalized feature space shared by multiple source domains.
[9] proposes an efficient disentangled representation learning
for cross-domain face PAD. It consists of a DR-Net and a
MD-Net with the purpose of obtaining the live and spoof
class distributions and learning domain-independent feature
representation from the disentangled features, respectively.
Another works [9], [42] attempts to improve the generalization
capability of PAD into new scenarios via an adversarial
domain adaptation or an unsupervised domain adaptation with
disentangled representation approach.
Although these VIS-based methods achieve near-perfect
performance under stable-shooting conditions, they are vulnerable when facing more realistic authentication scenarios,
i.e., complex lighting conditions, and different camera settings.
To address these issues, recent research has moved into the
use of other-spectrum-based imagery, such as NIR, Depth, and
Thermal map.
B. Other-Spectrum Based Methods
To alleviate the influence of illumination variation, some
works convert VIS-based input into another color space, such
as HSV, YCbCr [32], or Fourier spectrum [43]. The motivation
for these methods is that indistinguishable fake faces may
exhibit quite different properties under the other spectrum.
With the cost reduction of multi-spectral sensors and the
popularity of use scenarios, some new sensors have been
introduced to provide more possibilities for face PAD methods. Kim et al. [44] introduces a new dataset to distinguish
between facial skin and mask materials by using radiance
measurements. Nesli et al. [5] provides a 3DMAD which
is recorded using the Microsoft Kinect sensor and consists
of Depth and RGB modalities with 3D masks. Holger et al.
[45] presents a cross-modal approach and uses multi-spectral
short wave infrared (SWIR) imaging to ensure the authenticity of a face even in the presence of partial disguises
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and masks. Zhang et al. [17] collects a CASIA-SURF dataset
with 3 modalities (i.e., RGB, Depth and NIR) using Intel
RealSense SR300 camera, and proposes a multi-modal multiscale fusion method for face anti-spoofing. Similarly work, Liu
et al. [19] introduce a CASIA-SURF CeFA dataset, covering
3 ethnicities, 3 modalities, 1, 607 subjects, and propose a
PSMM-Net [19] to learn the complementary features among
different modalities. George et al. [18] introduce a WMCA
database with four channels, e.g., color, depth, near-infrared,
and thermal, for face PAD which contains a wide variety
of 2D and 3D presentation attacks, and propose a MC-CNN
aims to detect sophisticated attacks with multiple channels
information. Heusch et al. [20] collect a HQ-WMCA database,
which can be viewed as an extension of the WMCA [18]
database via addding a new sensor acting in the shortwave
infrared (SWIR) spectrum. Then, a MC-PixBiS framework is
proposed to address the problem of face presentation attack
detection using different image modalities. In order to improve
the accuracy of the mask attacks, MLFP [46], ERPA [47], and
3DMA [48] also extend the study from visible light to other
spectrums, including near infrared, and thermal spectrums.
Although these other/multi-spectral-based algorithms
improve the detection accuracy to some extent, they require
additional multi-spectral imaging equipment, which severely
limits the application in practical applications.
C. Cross-Spectral Image Translation
Alternatively, it is interesting if we can use other modality
(i.e., NIR) to assist the learning of RGB modality while
without participating in the testing phase. Therefore, how
to use a multi-modal dataset to train a modality translation
network is the primary task in this work.
The translation from the raw pixel is the most intuitive way
to cope with image translation. Recently, Generate Adversarial
Networks (GANs) [49] have achieved impressive results in
image generation [50], style transfer [51] and superresolution
[52] due to its powerful ability in the fitting data distribution.
Isola et al. [53] propose a “pix2pix” framework based on
conditional GANs (cGANs) [54] which taking aligned image
pairs as input to convert an image from one representation to
a given scene. However, obtaining paired training data can
be difficult and expensive. To tackle the unpaired setting,
Zhu et al. [23] extend the above framework [53] with a
CycleGANs which aims to learn mapping functions between
two domains X and Y .
Inspired by [23], our MT-Net builds on the CycleGANs to
learn a VIS-NIR face modality translator to convert the face
image from RGB to NIR modality in the raw pixel-space.
Furthermore, to make the face images of different modalities more comparable, some dimension reduction techniques
project both modalities of face images to a common subspace
which is shared by each source modality. Inspired by [55],
it projects both NIR and VIS data to a generalized subspace for
heterogeneous face recognition with low-rank constraint. They
focus on how the data in the target domain can be represented
by the subspaces in the source domain. While we aim to adjust
the distribution of source modality to approach the distribution
of target modality in latent-subspace.

Fig. 3. The overall framework of the CMA. It includes a MT-Net (blue box)
for face modality translation and a MA-Net (orange box) for PAD feature
learning. Note that dotted line module does not participate in the testing phase.

The above aspects bridge the modality discrepancy before
FAS task, and simultaneously are not exclusive. Therefore,
we consider performing cross-modality face translation from
the raw pixel-space and latent-subspace, respectively.
III. C ROSS -M ODAL AUXILIARY (CMA) F RAMEWORK
In this section, we introduce the CMA framework which
focuses on how to take the advantages of NIR modality
to assist the VIS-based PAD. We first present the overall
architecture of the CMA framework, and then describe the
MT-Net for cross-modal face translation and the MA-Net for
discriminative PAD feature learning, separately.
A. The Overall Architecture of CMA
As illustrated the CMA framework in Fig. 3, the MTNet (blue box) and MA-Net (orange box) are trained in an
end-to-end manner during the training phase. To facilitate
the integration of the MT-Net into the CycleGAN, we adopt
CycleGAN [23] by replacing X and Y domains with RGB
(abbreviated as R) and NIR (abbreviated as I ) modalities
according to our task. Let r denotes the face image sampled
from the R modality with distribution Pr , and i denotes the
sample from the I modality sampled from the distribution
Pi , respectively. Therefore, the MT-Net takes sample pair
constructed by r and i as input to train two cyclically mapping
functions G : R → I and F : I → R with correspondence
discriminators D I and D R , respectively.
Once the training of MT-Net is completed, its parameters are
fixed as a modal translator for subsequent MA-Net. Therefore,
real samples of other modal samples except for RGB are
not needed to participate in MA-Net training. The MA-Net
consists of two main parts: a) the modality-specific network,
which contains two branches, namely Branch-I and BranchR, to learn features from samples G(r ), and r , respectively;
b) a Branch-Shared for all samples, which aims to learn the
complementary features among different modalities. Finally,
the binary cross-entropy (abbreviated as BCE) loss as the
supervision for each branch in the training phase, and the
features fused by three branches to perform live vs.fake
classification during the testing phase.
B. Modality Translation Network (MT-Net)
Because of obtaining strictly paired training data is difficult
and expensive in FAS community. For example, although
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Fig. 4. (a) The structure of CycleGAN. It contains two inverse mapping functions G : R → I and F : I → R, associated with two adversarial discriminator
D I and D R , and a cycle consistency loss L cyc (G, F) both in these two mapping processes at the same time. In which the D I encourages G to translate
the sample r into G(r) indistinguishable from sample i, and vice versa for D R and F. (b) The structure of MT-Net. Compared with CycleGAN, there are
two components: (1) An additional regularizer L cyc−tm (G) (or L cyc−tm (F)) is introduced in cycle consistency loss to extend the regularization from source
modality to target modality in pixel-space. (2) A subspace-based discriminator D I e (or D Re ) is presented to adjust the distribution of source modality to
approach the distribution of target modality in latent-subspace.

each sample in [17], [19] has 3 modalities (i.e., RGB, Depth
and NIR), all of them still cannot be accurately aligned due
to the difference between the acquisition environment and
camera settings. As shown in Fig. 4(a), the MT-Net adopts
the CycleGAN [23] framework to tackle the unpaired setting.
According to CycleGAN [23], the objective function of our
purpose can be expressed as:
L M T −Net = LG AN (G, D I ) + LG AN (F, D R )
+λLcyc (G, F),

(1)

where the cycle-consistency loss L cyc (G, F) can be regarded
as a regularizer to guarantee that each sample can arrive at
where it started after translating by G and F orderly, i.e.,
r → G(r ) → F(G(r )) ≈ r for image r and i → F(i ) →
G(F(i )) ≈ i for image i , respectively. Essentially, it aims
to push G and F to be consistent with each other in source
modality while absenting in target modality.
As shown in Fig. 4, we introduce an additional loss
L cyc−t m (G) (or L cyc−t m (F)) for encouraging G (or F) to
map samples from I (or R) modality to themselves, i.e.,
i → G(i ) ≈ i for image i and r → F(r ) ≈ r
for image r , respectively. It helps preserve the color composition of the output face. In addition, to employ regularization in the pixel-space, we constrain the direction
of the mapping function in the latent-subspace which is
used to share the same subspace among different modalities.
Different from previous work [22], [23], the MT-Net aims
to alleviate the sensing gap between different modalities

by using CycleGAN with multi-level constraint. Here,
we present two strategies to relieve this problem: 1) an
expanded regularization in pixel-space and 2) an adjustment in
latent-subspace.
1) Expanded Regularization in Pixel-Space: According to
the above discussion, as shown in the green lines in Fig. 4,
we expand the cycle-consistency loss to target modality (tm
for simplicity) as:
Lcyc−t m (G, F) = [Ei Pi G(i )−i 1 ]+[Er Pr F(r )−r 1 ]
(2)
and finally rewritten as:
Lcyc− f inal (G, F) = Lcyc (G, F) + Lcyc−t m (G, F)

(3)

In order to further integrate and unify the regularizer of
target modality with CycleGAN, inspired by [56], a multiclass instead of the original binary-based discriminator is
introduced into this work. Taking the discriminator D I with
mapping function G as an example in Fig. 4, on the one
hand, it simultaneously encourages the translated samples
G(r ) and G(i ) that are indistinguishable from the real sample
i of the target modality. On the other hand, it discriminates
G(r ), G(i ), and i as much as possible via dividing them into
3 classes. In the following, we describe the formula derivation
of multi-class discriminator from binary discriminator (similar
derivation for D R and F). First, we split LG AN in Eq. 1 into
L D I −G AN and LG−G AN according to the alternatively training
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step for D I and G:
L D I −G AN = Ei Pi [log D I (i )]
+Er Pr [log(1 − D I (G(r )))]

(4)

LG−G AN = Er Pr [log(1 − D I (G(r )))]

(5)

To achieve the objective: G ∗ = mi n G max D I LG AN =
mi n G max D I L D I −G AN LG−G AN , we should train D I to maximize the probability of assigning the correct label to real
sample (i.e., i ) from I modality and translated sample
(i.e., G(r )) from R modality, and simultaneously train G to
minimize log(1 − D I (G(r ))). One can see the D I is a binary
classifier essentially and can be regarded as a special case
of multi-class discriminator, i.e., D I ⇔ DcI , c = 1, 2, which
means a binary classification function from the modality I
to class-1, class-2. Therefore, L D I −G AN and LG−G AN are
represented by replacing the D I with DcI as:
LcD I −G AN = Ei Pi [log DcI (i )|c = 2]
LcG−G AN = Er Pr [log(1 − DcI (G(r ))|c = 2)]

mapping direction of the functions G and F in MT-Net is
adjusted. In summary, the final full objective of the MT-Net
is:
L M T −Net = LcG AN (G, DcI ) + LcG AN (F, DcR )

c

+Er Pr [log(1 − DcI (G(r ))|c = 1)]

Fig. 5. The structure of MA-Net. It contains two modality-specific branches
of Branch-R and Branch-I to learn features from sample r and G(r),
respectively. And a Branch-Shared for all samples, which aims to assist
the PAD feature learning of RGB modality with the help of translated NIR
modality. Finally, the binary cross-entropy loss as the supervision for each
branch in the training phase, and the features fused by three branches to
perform live vs.fake classification during the testing phase.

+α(LG AN (G e , D I e ) + LG AN (Fe , D Re ))
(11)
+λLcyc− f inal (G, F)

(6)
(7)

where DcI (x) is the probability that it assigns input sample x
to class c = 1, 2, i.e., G(r ) and i are regarded as class-1 and
class-2 in Eq 6, respectively. Analogously, for multi-class
discriminator, i.e., DcI , c = 1, 2, 3, we classify samples G(r ),
G(i ) and i as class-1, class-2 and class-3, respectively. And
the LcD I −G AN and LcG−G AN are rewritten as:

where LcG AN (G, DcI ) is merged by Equation 8 and Equation 9, and similar way for LcG AN (F, DcR ). LG AN (G e , D I e )
from and Equation 10, and similar way for LG AN (Fe , D Re ).
Lcyc− f inal (G, F) from Equation 3. α, λ controls the relative importance of the two sub-objectives. The objective is
optimized by:

c

G ∗ , F ∗ = mi n G,F max DcI ,DcR L M T −Net

LcD I −G AN = Ei Pi [log DcI (i )|c = 3]
c
+Ei Pi [log(1 − DcI (G(i ))|c = 2)]
+Er Pr [log(1 − DcI (G(r ))|c = 1)]

C. Partially Shared Fusion Strategy for MA-Net
(8)

LcG−G AN = Er Pr [log(1 − DcI (G(r ))|c = 3)]
+Ei Pi [log(1 − DcI (G(i ))|c = 3)]

(9)

2) Adjustment in Latent-Subspace: Due to the non-strict
pairing of the training samples, a naive Euclidean distance
(i.e., L1 or L2 loss) based adjustment is inappropriate for
the latent-subspace fitting. It will produce blurry results and
ignore the structure information in both source and target
modalities. Instead, an adversarial subspace learning strategy
is presented to align the source and target data (i.e., eliminate
the modality discrepancy) in latent-subspace. As shown the
orange lines in Fig 4, an discriminator D I e (or D Re ) is
introduced in the bottleneck layer of function G (or F). It aims
to adjust the distribution of G e (r ) (or Fe (r )) from source
modality to approach the distribution of G e (i ) (or Fe (i )) from
target modality. Similar to the D I in CycleGAN, the objective
can be expressed by mapping function G e : R → I e and
discriminator D I e in latent-subspace as (analogy for Fe and
D Re ):
LG AN (G e , D I e ) = EG e (i)∈P I e [log D I e (G e (i ))]
+Er∈Pr [log(1 − D I e (G e (r )))]

(12)

After the cross-modal face translation, we will get the
sample G(r ) translated by sample r from RGB modality.
Instead of using the depth supervision [6], we employ the
NIR information provided by G(r ) to assist the learning
of the PAD features for sample r via feeding them to the
proposed MA-Net. As shown in Fig. 5, the MA-Net focuses
on how to effectively capture the correlations and complementary semantics among different modalities. Inspired by
[19], a partially shared fusion strategy is proposed to fuse and
exchange information among all branches. It is done in two
different ways: a) forward feeding of fused modality-specific
features to the Branch-Shared (black and orange arrows), and
b) backward feeding the features from Branch-Shared output
only to some blocks (i.e., Res3, Res4) of Branch-R (light green
arrow).
1) Forward Feeding: We fuse all modality-specific features
as input and fed them to its corresponding shared block. The
fused process at t t h feature level can be formulated as:
t
S̃ t = X rt + X G(r)
+ S t t = 1, 2, 3

(13)

is the output of the modality-specific block, k ∈
where
{r, G(r )} is an indicator of the sample and t represents the
feature level. In the Branch-Shared, S̃ t denotes the input to
the (t + 1)t h block, and S t denotes the output of the t t h
block. Note that the first residual block is removed from the
Branch-Shared, thus S 1 equals to zero.
X kt

(10)

By using the adversarial loss to force the samples r and i
to be consistent in the latent-subspace, not only the structural
information of the target modality is preserved, but also the
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TABLE I
C OMPARISONS A MONG E XISTING FACE PAD D ATABASES . N OTE T HAT
R, D, I AND T A RE A BBREVIATIONS OF RGB, D EPTH , NIR AND
T HERMAL , R ESPECTIVELY

2) Backward Feeding: Shared features S t are delivered
back to the modality-specific network. The features of X rt in
Branch-R add with S t for feature fusion. This can be denoted
as:

X rt = X rt + S t , t = 2, 3

(14)

rt becomes the new feature for BranchAfter feature fusion, X
R, which is then fed to the next block. Different from [19],
the shared feature S t is not back to Branch-I due to the
consideration that minimizes the interference of the hybrid
features on dominant information (i.e., NIR modality). The
binary cross-entropy loss is used as the loss function. In summary, there are two main kinds of losses employed to guide
the training of MA-Net. The first corresponds to the losses of
the two modality-specific branches, denoted as Lr and LG(r) ,
respectively. The second corresponds to the loss that guides
the entire MA-Net training, denoted as Lwhole , which is based
on the summed features from all branches. The overall loss
L M A−Net of MA-Net is denoted as:
L M A−Net = Lr + LG(r) + Lshared

(15)

IV. E XPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct a series of experiments on
eight widely used FAS datasets, including three multi-modal
datasets: CASIA-SURF [17], CeFA [19] and WMCA [18],
and five single-modal (i.e., RGB) datasets: CASIA-MFSD
[3], Replay-Attack [4], MSU-MFSD [26], OULU-NPU [27]
and SiW [6], to visually and quantitatively demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed framework.
A. Experimental Setup
1) Datasets & Protocols: CASIA-SURF [17] is a large
publicly available dataset for face anti-spoofing. Specifically,
see from the Table I, it consists of 1, 000 subjects with
21, 000 videos and each sample has 3 modalities. As for the
evaluation protocol, the live faces and Attacks 4, 5, 6 are used
for the model training, while the live faces and Attacks 1,
2, 3 are used as the validation and testing subsets. CeFA
[19] is a cross-ethnicity face anti-spoofing dataset, covering 3
ethnicities, 3 modalities, 1, 607 subjects. As shown in Table I,
it consists of print, video-replay, and 3D mask attacks. Three
protocols are reported in our experiments according to the
official definition. WMCA [18] consists of 1, 941 short video
recordings of both bonafide and presentation attacks from 72
different identities. As shown in Table I, each video is recorded
from several channels including color, depth, infrared,

and thermal. In addition, more than 8 different PAIs are
used for the attacks. There are two protocols are provided
by this dataset: grandtest protocol and unseen attack protocol,
respectively. OULU-NPU [27] contains 4 protocols to assess
the effect of methods in one previously unseen condition:
Protocol 1 evaluates on the illumination variation; Protocol
2 examines the influence of different attack medium, such
as unseen printers or displays; Protocol 3 studies the effect
of the input camera variation; Protocol 4 considers all the
factors above, which is the most challenging. Similar, SiW
[6] defines 3 protocols by introducing another three unknown
testing conditions: Protocol 1 deals with variations in face
pose and expression; Protocol 2 evaluates the performance
of cross spoof medium of replay attack; Protocol 3 measures
the performance of cross presentation attacks, i.e., from print
attack to replay attack and vice versa. CASIA-MFSD [3],
Replay-Attack [4], and MSU-MFSD [26] are three most
commonly used datasets in PAD community, and widely as
a cross-dataset testing benchmark.
2) Experimental Settings & Metrics: In order to
comprehensively evaluate the performance of our approach,
we conduct two experimental settings based on the training
ways of MT-Net: The first setting is to train MT-Net with
the same dataset, and the experiments are conducted on
three multi-modal datasets, including CASIA-SURF, CeFA,
and WMCA. The second setting is to train the MT-Net
on multiple datasets. At this time, we first merge three
multi-modal datasets as the NIR source (abbreviated as IRs)
and combine IRs with the training sets of the target RGB
dataset to train the MT-Net. Experiments are performed on the
remaining 5 target RGB datasets, of which OULU-NPU and
SiW are used for intra-dataset testing, and CASIA-MFSD,
Replay-Attack, MSU-MFSD, and OULU-NPU are used for
cross-dataset testing, respectively. Note that all training sets
and testing sets of target datasets are divided according to the
provided protocols.
For a fair comparison with prior methods, the following
metrics are used in experimental results. Especially, Attack
Presentation Classification Error Rate (APCER) [57], Bona
Fide Presentation Classification Error Rate (BPCER), Average Classification Error Rate (ACER) [57] describe the performance given a predetermined threshold, which is used
for the metrics of CASIA-SURF, CeFA, OULU-NPU, SiW,
and WMCA. In which the decision threshold is found from
the developing set by minimizing a given criterion: we
use a B PC E R = 1% for obtaining the thresholds for
WMCA and the smallest ACER for other datasets. Half
Total Error Rate (HTER) is adopted in the cross-dataset
testing for CASIA-MFSD, Replay-Attack, MSU-MFSD,
and OULU-NPU.
B. Implementation Details
1) Training and Testing Details: The proposed CMA framework is implemented on a single NVIDIA TITAN X GPU.
We resize the cropped face region to 128 × 128, and use
random rotation within the range of [−100 , 100 ] for data
augmentation. All experiments are trained for 40 epochs from
scratch via Adam solver [58]. Specially for MT-Net module,
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we set α = 0.1, λ = 10 in Equation 11. Similar to [23],
all models are trained with a batch size of 1 and an initial
learning rate of 0.0002. We keep the same learning rate for
the first 20 epochs and linearly decay it to 0 over the next
20 epochs. Once the training is completed, its parameters are
fixed as a modal translator for subsequent experiments. For
MA-Net, all models are trained with a batch size of 64 and
an initial learning rate of 0.1, which is decreased after 25 and
35 epochs with a factor of 10.
In the inference stage, the features fused by three branches
(e.g., Branch-R, Branch-I, and Branch-Shared) in MA-Net
to perform live vs.fake classification for the final FAS task.
While for MT-Net, all discriminators (e.g., D I , D R , D I e , and
D Re ) and most generators (e.g., F, G e (i ), and Fe (i )) are both
discard except G, thus the speed of our method is acceptable,
which achieves 65.85±3.33 FPS on a NVIDIA TITAN X
GPU.
2) Network Architecture: For MT-Net, we follow the same
backbone with CycleGAN [23]. In particular, for the architecture of generative network (i.e., G or F) [59], it consists of two
stride-2 convolutions to downsample the input, followed by
6 residual blocks for 128 × 128 training images (or 9 residual
blocks for 256 ×256 images which are used for visualization),
and two fractionally-strided convolutions with stride 1/2 to
upsample to ensure the input and output have the same size.
Whilst for the discriminator network, i.e., D I or D R , it is a
70 × 70 PatchGAN [53], which aims to determine whether
the 70 × 70 image patch is real or fake. Let Ck denote a
4 × 4 convolution layer with k filters and stride 2, and the
discriminator architecture is: C64 − C128 − C256 − C512 for
D I (or D R ) and C512 − C512 for D I e (or D Re ), respectively.
In MA-Net, we employ the same architecture with
PSMM-Net [19]. It contains three branches, namely BranchR, Branch-I, and Branch-Shared. Specially for each branch,
we adopt ResNet-18 [60] as backbone, which consists of 5
blocks (i.e., conv, Res1, Res2, Res3, Res4) and 1 Global
Average Pooling (GAP) layer. While removing the first conv
layer and Res1 block for the Branch-Shared.
C. Anti-Spoofing for Multi-Modal Datasets
1) Results on CeFA: We study 5 models on protocol 1, 2,
and 4, respectively, and report the results in Table II.
These include ResNet(I ), ResNet(R), ResNet(IG ),
PSMM-Net(R&IG ) and MA-Net(R&IG ). Note that the
Protocol 3 is not compatible with this work which requires
one modality for training and the two remaining ones for
testing. Although the results (italic representation in Table II,
Table III and Table IV) of ResNet(I ) are optimal in all
protocols due to the input of real NIR samples, we only use
it as a reference. Because of our work focuses on a face
anti-spoofing system only equipped with RGB cameras.
By comparing the results of ResNet method in three modalities, i.e., I , R, and IG (means for translated NIR modality),
we can find that the results of IG modality are slightly better
than R modality on both three protocols. When we replace
R modality with IG modality, the performance of ACER is
reduced by 0.5%, 0.9%, and 1.4% in Protocol 1, 2, and 4,
respectively. These results are consistent with the conclusion

TABLE II
E VALUATION R ESULTS ON T HREE P ROTOCOLS OF C E FA D ATASET. N OTE
T HAT A L OWER ACER VALUE I NDICATES B ETTER P ERFORMANCE .
T HE B EST R ESULTS A RE B OLDED , E XCEPT THE R ESULTS OF
R ES N ET ( I )

in [17], [19] that NIR modality contains more discriminative
cues which are not obvious in RGB modality. In addition,
the performance is further improved by combining with IG
and R modalities (expressed in Table II as IG &R) in a
modal fusion network, i.e., PSMM-Net or MA-Net. Especially,
compared with the method of ResNet(IG ) in Protocol 1, 2,
and 4, the ACER of ResNet(IG ) is reduced by 1.2%, 6.0% and
0.8% for PSMM-Net and reduced by 2.2%, 8.7% and 1.7% for
MA-Net. It shows that MA-Net not only can effectively take
the NIR information to assist the learning of RGB modality but
also reduce information interference of Branch-R to Branch-I
compared with PSMM-Net.
2) Results on CASIA-SURF: Similar to CeFA, as shown
in Table III, we conduct experiments based on ResNet18 for
single modality (i.e., I , R and IG ), PSMM-Net and MA-Net
for multi-modal fusion (i.e., R&IG ). The method of ResNet
training on IG modality which is translated by the MT-Net
achieves better results than training on R modality in different
evaluation metrics, i.e., T P R@F P R = 10−4 and ACER.
If replacing R modality with IG , the performance of ACER
is reduced from 9.7% to 3.7%, and the T P R@F P R =
10−4 is increased from 22.7% to 44.1%. These performance
improvements of ResNet(IG ) indicate that the MT-Net can
provide NIR information for RGB modality by translating the
RGB samples to NIR spectrum.
Compared to PSMM-Net, the MA-Net improves the
T P R@F P R = 10−4 from 48.5% to 58.1% and reduces
the ACER from 2.5% to 2.0%. It further shows that the
proposed MA-Net can effectively reduce the influence of
RGB information interference on IG modality by cutting off
the backward feeding from the Branch-Shared to Branch-I.
Compared with the two current benchmark methods, such as
Single-scale SEF(R&I ) [17] and Multi-scale SEF(R&I ) [61],
our algorithm is better than the modal fusion method based
on Resnet18 in almost all indicators.
3) Results on WMCA: As for the grandtest protocol, which
emulates the “seen” attack scenario as the PA categories are
distributed uniformly in train, development, and test sets,
the results are shown in Table IV. Note that the results
of Italian font indicate that the method is trained on
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TABLE III
E VALUATION R ESULTS ON CASIA-SURF D ATASET. N OTE T HAT A L ARGE TPR AND A L OWER ACER I NDICATE B ETTER P ERFORMANCE . T HE B EST
R ESULTS A RE B OLDED , E XCEPT THE R ESULTS OF R ES N ET ( I )

TABLE IV
E VALUATION R ESULTS ON G RANDTEST P ROTOCOL OF WMCA D ATASET.
B EST R ESULTS A RE B OLDED FOR ACER, E XCEPT THE R ESULTS OF
I TALIAN T HAT A RE T RAINED W ITH M ULTI -M ODAL S AMPLES

non-RGB samples. As for a baseline of I Q M +
L B P Scor e f usi on, it consists of Image Quality
Measures (IQM) for the RGB channel, and different
variants of Local Binary Patterns (LBP) for non-RGB
channels. While for a SOTA baseline algorithm MC-CNN,
which is a multi-channel CNN-based approach for efficiently
combining multi-channel information for robust detection of
presentation attacks. See from the Table IV, by equipping
with MT-Net to ResNet(R), almost all performances are
improved with a significant margin in MA-Net(R&IG ), i.e.,
the APCER and ACER are reduced by 26.46% and 13.23%
on development set and reduced by 55.42% and 26.41% on
the test set, respectively. We believe that the SOTA method
MC-CNN(R) can be further improved by using our MT-Net
as an auxiliary branch.
As for the unseen attack experiments, we follow the same
testing protocols as that used in [18], i.e., seven unseen attack
sub-protocols are created for conducting unseen attack experiments using the leave one out (LOO) technique. See from the
Table. V, we can draw conclusions similar to grandtest protocol, the MA-Net(R&IG ) has achieved significant improvement
in all attack types compared to ResNet(R), i.e., we get the
best results in each ACER and overall performance (Average),
respectively. In addition, as shown in Table. V, the proposed method achieves better average testing performance
than I Q M + L B P Scor e f usi on, even though it uses all the
modalities provided by the dataset for training. It indicates
that the MT-Net can effectively improve the detection ability
of unknown attacks by translating unknown spoofing clues to
NIR channel. It is interesting that our MA-Net(R&IG ) shows
significant advantages to detect Paper Mask, Prints, and Replay
compared with ResNet(R). Our analysis is that the spoofing

clues that are easily ignored by the network in 2D attacks
are clarified in the auxiliary branch. As shown in Fig. 6, our
MT-Net can better expose the spoofing clues which are hidden
in RGB channel in print and replay attacks to NIR channel.
Such as the specular highlights, Moiré patterns, and creases
of print or mask paper.
D. Anti-Spoofing for Single-Modal Datasets
According to experimental results on both multi-modal
datasets, the performance of MA-Net can be benefited from
the generative NIR modality. And interestingly, see from the
Table II and Table III, the performance of ResNet18 that
trained on generative NIR modality is slightly better than
only trained on RGB modality. That is because the training
and testing sets are from the same dataset with the same
distribution. Therefore, in order to evaluate the generalization
of the proposed method, we further conduct experiments with
five single modal datasets.
Owing to the missing of NIR modality on single modal
datasets, we first merge three multi-modal datasets as the IRs
(e.g., CeFA, CASIA-SURF and WMCA), and then combine
IRs with the training sets of target RGB dataset to train the
MT-Net. Finally, report the results on the testing sets provided
by the protocol of the target dataset.
1) Results on Intra-Dataset Testing: Table VI shows
the comparison of different methods on OULU-NPU. The
MA-Net(R&IG ) achieves the lowest ACER compared with
BAS(R), STASN(R), and ResNet(R) i.e., 1.6% and 5.5% in
Protocol 3 and the most challenging protocol 4, respectively.
It also gets a comparative performances on protocol 1, 2,
except CDCN++(R) [10]. That is because CDCN++(R) [10]
develop hand-crafted operators and use neural search architecture (NAS) to search a more efficient network for FAS task,
while it needs more time in the training stage and has searched
more complex model than the MA-Net (only ResNet18 used).
Different from the conclusion of experiments on multi-modal
datasets, we observe that results of ResNet(R) outperform
the ResNet(IG ) in the metric of ACER in Table VI. This is
because of the huge domain gap from multi-modal datasets to
OULU-NPU which makes the MT-Net training challenging.
However, by comparing the results of ResNet(R) and MANet(R&IG ) in Table VI, the MT-Net still can transfer the NIR
knowledge from the multi-modal dataset to the IG modality.
Concretely, it is observed that MA-Net(R&IG ) significantly
outperforms ResNet(R) on both protocols in terms of its
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TABLE V
E VALUATION R ESULTS ON U NSEEN ATTACK P ROTOCOL OF WMCA D ATASET. B EST R ESULTS A RE B OLDED FOR ACER, E XCEPT THE R ESULTS OF
I TALIAN T HAT A RE T RAINED W ITH M ULTI -M ODAL S AMPLES

TABLE VI
E VALUATION R ESULTS ON F OUR P ROTOCOLS OF OULU-NPU D ATASET.
B EST R ESULTS A RE B OLDED

Fig. 6. Visualization results of one subject from WMCA [18], including a
live face and 5 attack types, e.g., Flexible Mask, Rigid Mask, Paper Mask,
Print and Replay. The second row is the NIR modal samples are provided by
the original data, and the third row is the results translated by our MT-Net.

ACER that is reduced by 1.7%, 1.6%, 2.5% and 6.5% in
Protocol 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively.
We carry out experiments on SiW with a similar setting
to OULU-NPU. As shown in Table VII, MA-Net(R&IG )
achieves the best results on most protocols by integrating
R and IG modalities, i.e., 0.71% and 4.34% for ACER
in Protocol 1 and 3, respectively. It is worth noting that
on Protocol 3, the MA-Net(R&IG ) outperforms the SOTA
methods in terms of both metrics with great advantages, i.e.,
4.21%, 4.47% and 4.34% for APCER, BPCER, and ACER.
It shows that NIR information provided by the MT-Net has a
significant effect in improving the generalization performance
across PA, i.e., from print attack to replay attack and vice
versa.
2) Results on Cross-Dataset Testing: Four public face
anti-spoofing datasets, including OULU-NPU [27] (O for
short), CASIA-MFSD [3] (C for short), Idiap Replay-Attack
[4] (I for short), and MSU-MFSD [26] (M for short) are used
for assessing the generalization of the proposed approach on
an unknown domain, that is, one dataset as one domain in
our experiment. We follow the same experimental setting with
MADDG [7], three datasets in four are selected as source
domains, and the remaining one is the unseen domain for
testing, which cannot be accessed in the training process
(denoted as [A, B, C] → D). Several SOTA methods which

specializing in cross-dataset testing are compared with our
approach in Table VIII, e.g., MDDR [9], MADDG [7], and
DR-UDA [42]. We also compare two methods related to us as
benchmarks, such as Binary CNN [11] (CNN for short), and
Auxiliary-supervision [6] with only depth branch (Aux(Depth)
for short).
From the comparison results in Table VIII, we can see that
ResNet(R) obtains decent results with the metric of HTER,
i.e., 33.4%, 30.2%, 32.7% and 34.4% when M, C, I, and O
are used as the testing sets, respectively. On this baseline, our
MA-Net uses the NIR information provided by MT-Net not
only further improve the performance to 20.8%, 25.6%, 24.7%
and 26.3%, but also better than all the conventional PAD methods, such as CNN [11] and Aux(Depth) [6]. The performance
improvement with great margin shows that MT-Net still clearly
the spoofing clues of print attack and video replay attack in the
unknown domain, and assists in the feature learning of input
samples through MA-Net. It is worth noting that our approach
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TABLE VII
E VALUATION R ESULTS ON T HREE P ROTOCOLS OF S I W D ATASET. B EST
R ESULTS A RE B OLDED . TD-SF I S A S INGLE F RAME N ETWORK IN [14]

TABLE VIII
C ROSS -D ATASET T ESTING R ESULTS (HTER IN %) ON F OUR T ESTING
S ETS . B EST R ESULTS A RE B OLDED

achieves comparable results with MADDG [7] when C and
O are used as test sets. We believe that introduce the NIR
information in the exploration of generalized feature space
will further optimize the results in all experimental settings
for MADDG [7].
E. Ablation Study
1) Effect of Each Improvement for MT-Net: we
perform ablation study and introduce two variations
according to the improvements in MT-Net, i.e., w/oL cyc−t m
and w/oL G AN (D I e ) (or w/oL G AN (D Re )), in which the w/o
is the abbreviation of “without”. We conduct experiments
based on ResNet(IG ) to quantify the contributions of these
variations on the Protocol 1 of the CeFA and CASIA-SURF.
The results in Table IX provide the following insights.
(1) We can obverse that the most significant contribution
comes from the term of L cyc−t m since the performance
of w/oL cyc−t m drops sharply compared with MT-Net, i.e.,
the results of ACER is increased by 4.5% and 1.8% on CeFA
and CASIA-SURF, respectively, and the T P R@F P R =
10−4 drops from 44.1% to 28.6% on CASIA-SURF, simultaneously. It indicates that the necessity of extending the
cycle-consistency loss of CycleGAN from source modality
to target modality. (2) Besides, we can see the performance
of w/oL G AN (D I e/Re ) drops slightly, i.e., from 16.8% to
18.1% on CeFA and from 3.7% to 4.7% on CASIA-SURF for
the metric of ACER, which demonstrates the subspace-based
discriminator also contributes to the capacity of modalitytranslating. (3) In short, using MT-Net to translate the training
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samples from RGB modality significantly increases its ACER
and T P R@F P R = 10−4 performance compared with original CycleGAN on both concerning datasets, i.e., from 23.1%
to 16.8% in CeFA and from 6.6% to 3.7% in CASIA-SURF
for ACER, and from 27.3% to 44.1% in CASIA-SURF for the
metric of T P R@F P R = 10−4 . These considerable improvements show that MT-Net can complete face modality translation more effectively by optimizing CycleGAN simultaneously
from the raw pixel-space and latent-subspace.
We visualize high-resolution (256×256) results of mapping
functions G : R → I and F : I → R under three configurations discussed above, i.e., w/oL cyc−t m , w/oL G AN (D Re/I e )
and MT-Net. Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) show a randomly drawn
sample from the CeFA and CASIA-SURF datasets, respectively. Beyond the modality difference, there are also attack
mediums (e.g., Print, and Replay), shooting environments
(e.g., Indoor, and Outdoor) variations for CeFA and attack
types (e.g., Attack1, Attack2, and Attack3) variations for
CASIA-SURF. See from the Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b), the fourth
and eighth columns contain input RGB and NIR images,
respectively, and they will also be used as ground-truth images
of the translating of F : I → R and G : R → I , i.e., namely
GTR and GTI , respectively.
It is worth noting that some spoofing clues are indistinguishable in RGB modality, but leak out obvious differences
compared to the live face in translated NIR modality by
mapping function G : R → I . As shown in the green box
in Fig. 7(a), the local texture distortion, moire pattern, and spot
reflection in NIR modality are more obvious for the Indoor
Print, Outdoor Print, and Replay samples of CeFA dataset.
Similarly for CASIA-SURF in Fig. 7(b), the attack clues are
mainly lie in the regions of eyes and nose, i.e., Attack 1 and
Attack 3, of which Attack 2 is a bending operation based on
Attack 1, and their traces in NIR modality are more garish.
Consistent with the conclusion of the ablation experiment
in Table IX, the images produced by w/oL cyc−t m are severe
global color distortions, especially for the samples of CASIASURF. It further indicates L cyc−t m plays an important role
in restoring the global color/texture of the target modality.
Comparing the results of w/oL G AN (D Re/I e ) and MT-Net,
we can observe the obvious differences in local details, especially in the region of eyes of Indoor Print and Replay Attack
in Fig. 7(a) and of all samples in Fig. 7(b).
2) Effect of Different Modalities Input for MA-Net: In
order to trace the source of performance improvements of
methods MA-Net or PSMM-Net compared with ResNet(R),
as shown in Table X, we introduce another two baselines into the experiments based on Protocol 1 of CeFA,
i.e., PSMM-Net(R&R) and MA-Net(R&R).
By comparing the results of ResNet(R), PSMM-Net(R&R),
MA-Net(R&R), we can see the similar ACER results of
17.3%, 16.7%, 17.1% respectively. However, replacing the
R modality in the input of PSMM-Net and MA-Net with
IG , the ACER values of these two methods are significantly
reduced to 15.6% and 14.6%. Through the comparative experiments, we can conclude that the IG contributes to the major
performance improvements, while MA-Net or PSMM-Net
only works when taking multi-modal samples as input.
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TABLE IX
T HE C OMPARISON OF R ESULTS ON P ROTOCOL 1 OF THE C E FA AND CASIA-SURF A CROSS D IFFERENT C ONFIGURATIONS OF MT-N ET

Fig. 7. Visualization results of high-resolution (256 × 256), including F : I → R and G : R → I under different configurations. (a) These samples are
drawn from the testing set of CASIA-CeFA (Central Asia), including a live face and three fake faces, i.e., Indoor Print, Outdoor Print, and Replay Attack,
respectively. (b) These samples are drawn from the testing set of CASIA-SURF, including a live face and three fake faces, i.e., Attack 1, Attack 2, and
Attack 3, respectively.
TABLE X
C OMPARE THE R ESULTS OF MA-N ET AND PSMM-N ET U NDER
D IFFERENT M ODAL I NPUT ON P ROTOCOL 1 OF C E FA

SOTA results on both the multi-modal datasets (i.e., CASIASURF, and CASIA-SURF CeFA) and RGB-based datasets
(i.e., OULU-NPU, and SiW).
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